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Abstract 

The paper is aimed to criticize and replacing of the current „indicator” measuring the cyclical 
position of an economic system (or process). In this end, some „well-known” concepts within the 
economic cyclicity matter are revisited and clarified, and a set of sufficiency predicates for the 
indicator to measure the cyclical position is introduced. Based on these sufficiency predicates a 
new concept (called „monotonic stable employment impulse„ – MSEI, or „stable employment 
trend” - SET), and correlatively, a new indicator (called „elasticity of the marginal productivity of 
the employment rate”) aimed to measure the cyclical position are proposed and shortly 
examined. In order to examine the SET concept a complex logical test (called „REST”) is 
introduced. Finally, some qualitative analyses showing the analytical „skills” of the new concept 
and indicator to identify the cyclical position of a national economy are delivered. Based on these 
analyses, the paper proposes a complete map of the significant points and zones that must be 
related to an economic cycle. 
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1. Preliminaries 

By cyclical position of the economy we understand the point1 where, at a given time, an 
economic system is placed along its economic cycle. Concerning the concept of the economic 
cyclical position, we will try to elucidate the following issues: a) What must be understood by 
economic system in the cyclical position context?  Is it the real economy, or the nominal 
economy, or the national economy as a whole?; b) Is the cyclical position referring to a given 
time (that is, is it „dated”), or to a period of time? c) Is the cyclical position referring to a state, or 
to a propension towards a state? d) What is, in fact, the cyclical position? e) What is the 
(theoretical and practical) utility of the concept (including the economic indicator associated) 
named cyclical position?  

(a) What is the economic system in the context of cyclical position issue? 

As we already know, the economic activity contains two main components: 1) a real component; 
b) a nominal one. Since the nominal component is depending from the real component2, our 
opinion is that, from the perspective of the cyclical position issue, we must understand by 
economic system just the real component. In the same time, the inherent autonomizing of the 
nominal stocks and flows in relation with the real stocks and flows generates strong de-
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1
 Of course, a more realistic attitude of economists could be: a period of time (that is, an interval on the real axis of 

the moments) is more appropriate than a point, but probably we have here instead a methodological issue than a 
conceptual one.  
2
 Any nominal value title (for example, a share) is originally based on a real support that is monetarily equal with the 

initial monetary value of the value title. The autonomizing of the nominal title from the real support constitutes, in 
fact, the „headquarter” of the financial crises (NB: there are not financial crises, but nominal crises only).  
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synchronizations3 between the two components of the general economic process. 
Methodologically, we can highlight a real economic cyclicity that is very different from the 
nominal economic cyclicity, 4 of course the two cyclicities working by a close mutual influences. 
However, we believe the dependence of the real economy from the nominal economy is much 
less than the dependence of the nominal economy from the real economy. So, theoretically, we 
will accept that the cyclical position of an economic system is referring to the cyclical position of 
the real component of the given economic system (figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Cyclical position means to measure the real economy 

(b) Just a time or a period of time? 

This question is significant because more reasons: 1) the economic measuring (that is, recording 
of the quantitative result of measuring) is not continuously performed, but discretely. This 
feature would advocate for considering the cyclical position being determined (measured) at a 
given moment. On the other hand, both the observing/measuring errors (that are inherent and 
accepted in the economic statistics), and the interest associated to the economic analysis would 
advocate for considering as relevant for the cyclical position just the period of time (or the 
interval on the real axis of the moments). For example, some accidental (generally singular) 
fluctuations, could deliver incorrect values for the cyclical position of the economic system if 
measured at a time, while observing the economic process for a period of time could eliminate 
these non-persistent (that is, non-structural) fluctuations. So, in our opinion, the cyclical position 
must be assigned to a period of time, but not to a given moment (figure 2). 

                                                           
3
 The financial bubbles arising (as above mentioned, in fact the nominal bubbles arising) represents the effect of an 

extreme degree (of an unstable nature) of this autonomizing.  
4
 Here, the anticipations game (some of them being reciprocal) would be very interesting to be studied. We even can 

ask: is it possible to be generated a sui-generis duopoly between the real economy and the nominal economy, with 
their specific reaction functions?  
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Figure 2. The cyclical position is determined by a period of time 

The question concerning the size of the period of time implied in measuring the cyclical position 
is a methodological question, but not a theoretical one (by now, this question will be ignored). 

(c) Cyclical position of a state type, or of a propension type? 

We now get a deeper question: what want we to measure, in fact, when measuring of the 
cyclical position of an economic system, its state5, or its propension? We will say that measuring 
on an interval6, but not on a moment, doesn’t yet mean we aren’t measuring the state of the 
system, because we can say we measure the states associated to the two given moments (even 
the ends of the interval). Can we say that measuring of the system state on two moments could 
allow us to identify the system propension? The question isn’t simple, because it is possible that 
one of the measurements or both be wrong (for example, they could measure singular, so non-
relevant, events7).  We think the measurement on the two moments must verify the following 
mandatory conditions8: 

1. the economic system trajectory is relatively smooth on the interval considered9; 

2. the calculus methodology of the indicators selected to measure the cyclical position 
is invariable between the two moments of the interval. 

A new question could be put here: if identifying of the propensity of the economic system is of 
some importance, then what is, in fact, such a propensity? Conceptually, the propension tell us 
something about the economic system kinematics. If this kinematics10 can be represented in a 
Cartesian system of coordinates (on the abscise we have the time – considered as a discrete set 
of points –, and on the ordinate we have the numerical value of the indicator selected to express 
the cyclical position), then the propensity definition could be: the numerical value of the tangent 

                                                           
5
 Technically, measuring of a state is equivalent with identifying a point in the fazes space of the given system. 

6
 The simplest way to pass from the moment to the interval is to make two measurements, at the ends of the 

interval considered. 
7
 Suppose two measurements on the national economy of Romania are done, one on August 2008, and other on 

August 2009. Between the two moments, Romania was been pervaded by the financial crisis effects, so the two 
measurements are not comparable, because a singular event has intervened.  
8
 Or, sufficiency predicates for the measurement signification. 

9
 Mathematically, by smooth trajectory we understand a trajectory that is the graph of a continue function (that is, 

the limits of this function do exist for all definition set, and they are equal with the value of the function 
respectively). 
10

 We want to remember the crucial difference between the kinematics and the dynamics of a system: while 
kinematics means a movement as such, dynamics means a movement associated with the cause of this movement. 
In fact, we are here interested on the dynamics not on the kinematics of the economic cycle. 
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to the curve associated to the function that correlates the dependent variable „the indicator of 
measuring the cyclical position” ( ) to the independent variable „time” ( ), that is       .  Of 
course, this function can take very diverse analytical forms (ignored by now) but some comments 
are necessary here: 

      doesn’t expresses any causality, but simply a phenomenological description11 (the 
value of the cyclical position indicator is changing once the time changes itself, 
sometimes this correlation could have a some coherence or even predictability, but the 
cyclical position changing is not caused by the time changing); so, the time works like a 
simple counter that orders the set of pairs        , where     [   ],  and       ); 

      is continue and differentiable for any point in which the time can be defined. 

In this context, we understand by propension just the direction to where and the intensity which 
the kinematics of the economic system performs. As already said, the direction can be 
determined by a simple calculus based on the two measurements. So, be two moments of time, 
   and    when the measurements are done, and be the corresponding values of the 
measurements,         , and         . So, the direction of the economic system 

propensity, noted with          will be determined as follows:          
  

  
 

     

     
 

           

     

12. If             , then we have an increasing tendency, and if           , then we 

have a decreasing tendency, and if           , we have a stagnation tendency. But, what 
about the intensity of the kinematics? Now, we must take into consideration even the numerical 
value of the         . As greater the absolute value (that is, the algebraic module) of (|        |) 
is, as greater the intensity of          is.  

(d) What is the cyclical position of an economic system? 

In order to formulate an opinion, we will discuss firstly a deep question. By imitation from the 
results in mechanics, economics considers the economic cycle as a kind of absolute space 
through which the economic systems moves. So, at a given moment, based on specific theory or 
methodology, we can say in which point of the trajectory that describes the economic cycle, an 
economic system is. This absolute character, like an immutable framework, of the economic 
cycle, has generated big errors in the theory and the methodology of the economic science13. In 
others words, currently and generally, is considered that the economic systems (more exactly, 
the economic processes) are immersed in this „space” called „economic cycle”. In consequence, 
is presumed that the economic cycle can answer any asks concerning the cyclical position of the 
economic system. In fact, like the mechanics case14, the economic cycle is nothing else than a 
form of manifestation of the economic system (or of the economic process). Till last, if we want 
to continue the metaphorical analogy with the generalized theory of relativity, the economic 
cycle is nothing else than a sui-generis „curvature” of the economic process trajectory. Based on 
the previous, we can now say that the cyclical position of an economic system (or of an economic 
process, or of an economic object) is nothing else than the numerical value of the economic 
system propension. This numerical value gives the form of the economic cycle, but not 
reciprocally. The economic process doesn’t follows a trajectory exogenously imposed by a 
hypothetical economic „ether” called economic cycle, but of contrary, the economic process 
itself generates, by its own kinematics, the trajectory that we know, based on a terminological 

                                                           
11

 Even the statistical correlation is not about. 
12

 For the continue case:                 

           

     
. 

13
 Remember here the famous typology of the economic cycle: a year, ten years, 100 years etc. 

14
 As we know, the relativistic mechanics put the physical space at its place; the physical space is nothing else than a 

manifestation of the physical objects.  
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commodity, economic cycle. However, on a single issue we will deliver some extra 
considerations. An objection could be opposed to the above conclusion concerning the economic 
cycle nature: the micro-economic systems are, in a way, „attracted” on cyclical trajectories that 
aren’t generated by their own kinematics, but by some over-systems that include these micro-
systems. It seems that the cyclical position of the micro-systems is conditioned from the 
economic cycle of the over-system (or supra-system). Our answer to this presumptive objection 
is: the micro-system will generate, of course, its own cyclicity, but it will be, in fact, the aggregate 
result of the combined kinematics of the micro-system and of the over-system. So, we maintain 
the previous conclusion: the cyclical position is given by the numerical position of the propensity 
of the economic system implied. 

(e) The theoretical and practical signification of the cyclical position concept 

The theoretical signification of the concept of cyclical position consists in clarifying of the active 
or passive nature of the economic system related to the macroscopic framework of observing 
and quantifying their parameters. The fact there is not an abstract economic cyclicity (of some 
kinds, or of some periods of time etc.), but the economic cyclicity is simply what happens with 
the economic system (or process) could be of real usefulness for further theoretical 
developments on the economic cyclicity issue. Our opinion is that, epistemologically, the error 
consists in confusion between kinematics and dynamics. The kinematical assessment of the 
economic process has led to a concept of an independent economic cycle, which has simply 
inverted the causality: in reality, is not the cycle economic that generates the economic 
kinematics, but, by contrary, the economic kinematics generates the economic cycle. A solution 
to this problem is to combine the kinematic analysis (where doesn’t matter the causality) with 
the dynamic analysis (where does matter the causality), in order to get correct conclusions on 
the signification of the cyclical position. 

The practical signification of the concept of cyclical position is much more relevant. It consists in 
at least the followings: 

 creates the bases to design economic policy measures of adjustment, either to encourage 
the propension (pro-cyclical measures) identified by intermediate of cyclical position, or 
to discourage the propension (counter-cyclical measures); 

 improves the predictability conditions for the business environment15, especially at the 
aggregate economic actors (suppliers of goods and services, banks etc.); 

 creates better premises to forming the anticipations (positive or negative), especially at 
the aggregate economic actors (consumers, suppliers of labour etc.); 

 creates the premises to limit the pro-cyclical processes at the private sector level (but, 
often, at the state sector level too16). 

2. Measuring of the cyclical position 

Defining of the concept and the signification of cyclical position is a necessary but not a sufficient 
condition to practically operate the concept in case. We need to measure the cyclical position. 
Below we will propose an indicator to measure the cyclical position of an economic system (or 
process).  

 

 

                                                           
15

 That is, the so-called business cycle. 
16

 As is known, the state sector contains: a) the public sector; b) the private domain of the state. 
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2.1. An indicator of measuring the cyclical position 

2.1.1. Preamble 

By now seems the maximum result in trying to design an indicator that could measure the 
cyclical position is to consider two consecutive quarters of the same kinematics of the GDP (as 
real17 rate). Concerning this result we bring some objections:  

 it is possible to appear recording errors or statistical calculus errors, so a very small level 
of the rate of GDP indicate entering into the recession (or, by contrary, exiting from the 
recession) 

 it is possible to be measured remanent effects (so, such effects that don’t be replicated 
further); 

 it is possible the quarterly GDP kinematics have no relevance of (for example, the change 
of the GDP rate could be generated by singular causes); 

 it is possible the statistical data be politically manipulated (for example, a…suggestion 
from a governmental representative speech); 

 the quarterly interval are not relevant in the case of such an aggregate indicator like GDP; 

 GDP is a result outcome, so measuring the cyclical propensity based on GDP rate changes 
has a kinematic signification only; consequently, the probability to measure a 
conjunctural, non-persistent, non-structural situation is very high, and the economic 
policy decisions based on such a measure could be inappropriate or inopportune. 

2.1.2. The sufficiency predicates for the indicator 

We think the following sufficiency predicates must constitute the basis to select an indicator 
capable to measure the cyclical position of an economic system (or process): 

(a) it must be an macroeconomic indicator: it must measure the economic system (or 
process) at the maximum aggregate level (for example, at the level of the national 
economy); 

(b) it must be an indicator of dynamic, not of kinematic type: it must identify a causal factor 
(of maximum relevance, if possible) for the analysed economic system evolution; 

(c) it must be an interval indicator, but not a punctual one: it must be measured at the two 
ends of a significant interval; 

(d) it must have a great persistence of its effect: it must „ensure” that its signification has 
relevance for a while (for example, for a double duration than the interval measured); 

(e) it must be non-singular: it must be replicable in the next intervals, so further 
measurements of its numerical values need be compared with previous ones, in order to 
conclude on the global kinematics of the economic system in case; 

(f) it must be based on official information: it must refer official (for example, from the 
institutional statistics) data/information. 

So, if the selected indicator for identifying the cyclical position simultaneously verifies the 
mentioned sufficiency predicates, then it qualifies for this role. If at least a sufficiency predicate 
in list isn’t verified, then the indicator must be rejected18. 

                                                           
17

 Here, the syntagm real rate signifies a deflated rate of the GDP. 
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2.1.3. The concept of the monotonic stable employment impulse (MSEI) 

Based on the above mentioned sufficiency predicates, we now propose the cyclical position of an 
economic system (in fact, of the national economy) be measured by the numerical value of an 
indicator called: monotonic stable employment impulse (MSEI)19. 

2.1.3.1. MSEI general features 

All can observe the proposed indicator verifies concomitantly the required sufficiency predicates 
above introduced, so it qualifies for the role to measure the cyclical position of an economic 
system (process). We will comment the (b) and (d) sufficiency predicates only, because they are 
not verified by the currently used indicator for the mentioned role: 

 for the sufficiency predicate (b), according which the indicator must be of dynamic, but 
not of kinematic nature: indeed, the employment is, most probably, the most relevant 
factor to explain causally the GDP kinematics (so, to explain the GDP dynamics), because 
the GDP change is directly connected with the change of employment; in addition, the 
employment is the most incentive production factor20; 

 for the sufficiency predicate (d), according which the indicator must be persistent: 
indeed, the name of the indicator contains the qualification „stable”, so we have here an 
indicator with a time persistence of its numerical value (that is, the change of the 
indicator is not generated by singular/accidental factors). 

The concept of monotonic stable employment impulse contains four sub-concepts: a) of 
employment; b) of impulse; c) of monotony; d) of stability. Let’s shortly comments in turn: 

Firstly, concerning the sub-concept of employment: it is referring to the labour force only. So, 
although the economic activity is impossible without the presence (concomitantly and 
functionally21 correlated) of the capital, it is sufficient to get the analysis of the labour force only 
because not a capital unit could be used without it must be connected to labour force. Simply, a 
given degree of labour force employment will generate a corresponding degree of capital 
employment (according to the coefficient of complementarity/substitutability between labour 
force and capital)22.  

Secondly, concerning the sub-concept of impulse: this sub-concept immediately send us to the 
suggestion of the interval rather than of the point. Generally, by impulse we understand a 
pressure on the analysed object, performed by an active23 factor that is causal connected to the 
analysed object. So, the sub-concept impulse denotes a change of the active factor. To put into 
evidence this change we need to determine it (by observing, measuring, recording, calculating) 
for two moments of time (that is, on an interval). Technically, we are interested to establish a 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
18

 To be observed the current indicator for cyclical position measurement (two consecutive quarters of GDP 
increasing/decreasing) doesn’t verify the required sufficiency predicates (b) and (d).  
19

 As will be shown below, the expression monotonic impulse is logically equivalent with the expression trend, so the 
indicator can be also called stable employment trend (SET). 
20

 For example, the potential GDP calculation (in order to determine the structural public deficit or the inflationist 
gap) is based on the hypothesis of full employment of the labour force. 
21

 Here the concept of production factors complementarity is relevant: some quantity from a given production factor 
can be functionally combined (based on a technological protocol, like the Cobb-Douglas function) with only a given 
quantity of the other production factor. 
22

 For example, we can have non-used engaged capital, but never non-used engaged labour force. So the labour 
force only can ensure us about the real capacity of production of a given economic system. 
23

 In a similar way with the concept of force in the Newtonian mechanics. 
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non-equivocal trend of the indicator, because  such a trend24  only could generate a change in 
the cyclical position.  

Thirdly, concerning the sub-concept of monotony: it is referring to that result of measurement 
which indicates changes of the same directions25 in the employment rate. Taking into 
consideration the economic process specificity, we will say the assessing of the employment 
impulse must be performed along three significant periods (intervals). If are noted with   ,   , 
and    the periods (intervals26), and with   ,   , and    the numerical values of the 
corresponding observed employment rates, then we understand by trend any of the following 
two distinctive situations: 

         , or 

          

Fourthly, concerning the sub-concept of stability: this sub-concept needs a more detailed 
discussion. We will introduce the alternative concept of „equivocal trend”. The equivocity of a 
trend means alternatively one of the following situations: a) trend susceptible of reversibility – 
the case R; b) trend generated by methodological errors – the case E; c) trend insufficiently 
intense or of a weak intensity27 – the case S; d) trend accidental or temporary – the case T. So, if 
a given observed situation passes the „test” REST, that is, it is not of the  (a), or (b), or (c) or (d) 
cases, then it will be considered a non-equivocal trend. A non-equivocal trend is a stable trend. 

(a) The case R 

We understand by a reversible trend that trend which didn’t generate or, from all the 
probabilities, will not generate structural changes in the analysed system (or process). This 
implies, of course, accepting of the equivalence between structurality and irreversibility. We 
strongly assume this equivalence. To put into evidence the non-structural character (as effect, 
not as cause) of the trend is, of course, a very difficult issue and needs a scientific examination. A 
way to do this is to accept a direct causality from the structure to the effect (that, is the structure 
creates the function) and, by putting into evidence the presence or the absence of a certain 
effect28, to decide on the structurality or, if the case, on the non-structurality of a given trend. 

(b) The case E 

We understand by methodological errors all the chains of possible errors starting with observing, 
continuing with recording, and finalizing with the assessing of the given trend. The 
methodological errors aren’t too difficult to be found by a common professional examination. 

(c) The case S 

This case needs an extra concept, namely the concept of the signification threshold. Like the case 
R, here is needed a preparation of the analysis by formulating of the signification threshold. 

                                                           
24

 It doesn’t matter the direction of the trend (increasing or decreasing). On the other hand, if we couldn’t conclude 
on the existence of a trend, then we must consider the impulse is absent, so the economic system is stationary. In 
the case of a stationary system, the new cyclical position is the same with the immediately previous cyclical position 
measured. 
25

 Mathematically, we have here a monotone function         ( : time, is the independent variable, and   : rate of 
employment, is the dependent variable). So, we need always have either                  , or       
           . 
26

 For example, three quarters. 
27

 This implies introducing of the signification threshold issue. 
28

 Empirically, it could be elaborated a list (considered exhaustive at the moment of analysis) that contains those 
effects susceptible to constitute signs (here, in the semiotic sense) for the property of structurality. In this case, it 
remains to verify the existence of at least such an effect in list. 
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Testing the case S requires the indicator MSEI (or SET) be a relative indicator, not an absolute 
one. But how could we design this relativity of the indicator? We will make a proposal: 

Be the three intervals considered, respectively:   ,   , and   . Let’s note the GDP change 
              , where     stays for the gross domestic product (or for the national 
income, or for the national disposable income). Then we have, respectively:             , 
and             . Let’s note with   the rate of employment at the national economy level, 

so    
   

   
, for   {     }, where    means employed population, and    means labour force29. 

Let’s note           , for   {     }. We will now build a new indicator:    
  

  
, for 

  {     }. This indicator signifies the marginal GDP associated to the rate of employment and 
shows how many units the GDP changes if the rate of employment changes with a unit30. So, this 
marginal productivity of the employment rate ( ) will constitute the relative indicator we need in 
order to evaluate the equivocity of a trend. In addition, we will also calculate the elasticity 

between the marginal productivity of the employment rate and the employment:   
  

  
, where 

   
       

    
,   {   }, that shows how many percentage points the marginal productivity of 

the employment rate changes when the employment rate changes with one percentage point. 

(d) The case T 

This case can be identified in all situations in which a given trend dissipates itself (that is, it 
cannot be conserved at least at the previous level, no matter the directions towards the causes 
of the trend change). 

As a conclusion, we have a non-equivocal trend (or, that is the same, we have a monotonic stable 
impulse) if applying the REST test gives the result  ̅ ̅ ̅ ̅ , when  ̅ signifies non- . Reversely, we 
have an equivocal trend, if applying the REST test gives the result: 

 ̅      ̅      ̅      ̅  ̅ ̅    ̅  ̅   ̅   ̅   ̅ ̅    ̅  ̅    ̅ ̅  ̅ ̅ ̅   ̅ ̅  ̅  ̅  ̅ ̅   ̅ ̅ ̅ 

2.1.3.2. Some qualitative analyses of MSEI (SET) 

Let’s represent all the kinematics theoretically possibilities of an economic system (process) 
(figure 3): 

                                                           
29

 Of course,          , where    means the unemployees. The labour force is also called the active 
population. 
30

 Since the GDP changes are quantified in monetary units, and the rate of employment changes are quantified in 
percentage points, this means the proposed indicator shows how many monetary units GDP changes when the rate 
of employment changes with one percentage point. In others words, the indicator signifies a marginal productivity 
of the economic system, but related to the rate of employment, but not to the employed population, so it expresses 
a marginal productivity of the employment rate. 
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Figure 3. Relevant points and zones of an economic system kinematics 

The 13 relevant points or zones of the economic cycle graph are the followings31: 

  : maximum of depression point 

   : depression zone32 

  : exiting from depression point (take-off point) 

   : economic expansion zone: accelerated increasing 

  : positive inflexion point (passing from accelerated increasing to decelerated increasing33) 

   : economic consolidation zone34: decelerated increasing 

   : cruise zone: kinematics fluctuations in the marge        

  : maximum increasing point (superior turning point) 

   : economic contraction zone : accelerated decreasing 

  : negative inflexion point (passing from the accelerated decreasing to decelerate decreasing): 
entering the recession 

   : recession zone35: decelerate decreasing 

                                                           
31

 Although we are, in fact, 14 significant points or zones, two of them are similar: the point A, and the point J has 
the same signification (minimum points of the depression), even if one is at the initial point of the economic cycle, 
and the other is at the final point of the economic cycle. Instead, the zones AB, and IJ, which are the same names, 
have different significations: while the AB zone signifies the exiting from the depression, the IJ zone signifies the 
entrance into the depression.  
32

 The exiting surface is highlighted with gray colour. 
33

 Mathematically, the ordinate of the point C is the value associated to a finite solution of the derivative of order 2 
of the polynomial of order 3 function that describes the GDP kinematics related to the independent variable   (time). 
This means that under the point C the graph is convex, and over the point C the graph is concave.  
34

 The economic consolidation zone could be also considered a zone of economic tiredness, where „toxic” 
phenomena are accumulated. These toxic accumulations decelerate the growing and prepare the system for its 
superior turning point.  
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  : entering the depression point (landing point) 

   : depression zone36 

  : maximum decreasing point (inferior turning point) 

Now we will associate the above values (points and zones) of the MSEI to the   values. Such a way we can 
obtain information about the cyclical position (let’s note         ) (table 1). 

Case         
Cyclical 

position 
Interpretation 

1.  

     

     

          Depression with a positive accelerated propensity (    ) 

2.        Exiting from the depression point – take-off (   ) 

3.           Decelerated increasing (  ) 

4.        positive inflexion point (    ) 

5.         Accelerated increasing (  ) 

6.  

     

        Decelerated decreasing (contraction) (  ) 

7.         Entering recession point (   ) 

8.             Recession (decelerated decreasing) ( ) 

9.         Entering depression point (   ) 

10.            Depression ( ) 

11.              Superior bifurcation point (   ) 

12.  

     

               Depression with a positive decelerated propensity (    ) 

13.  

     

         Depression with a negative accelerated propensity (    ) 

14.           Recession ( ) 

15.        Entering recession point (   ) 

16.         Decelerated decreasing (contraction)  (  ) 

17.              Inferior bifurcation point (   ) 

18.  

     

     

Without signification 19.       

20.       

Nota bene: In reality, the statistical measurements often have inherent errors. In this context, for the 
cases in which we have points, but not zones, we recommend an acceptability marge of 5%.37 
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35

 The recession zone could also be considered as an economic revigoration zone, where the economic system 
detoxifies, and new phenomena are initiated in order to prepare the system for its inferior turning point.  
36

 In fact, entire zone    is a depression zone, but we limit our analysis to a single cycled period, then we must 
consider only the zone   . 
37

 For example, if we measure                , then we could consider that, in fact, we are in the case when 
        . 


